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1. Sub-Comittee G was appointed by Committeear III on 5 Janue 1948 with
the followineg terms of refrence:

To consider the prowposal of the Siss Delegation (reference
E/CONF.2/C.3/11) that tahe followaing new paragrph be inserted in

Chapter IV:
"A Member, unable to invoke the provisions of Article 21 and

finding that its economic stabialiylty, particulyin the fields of

agriculture and employment, is being seriously impaired or gravely
threatened, ay-ake such steps as are necessary for safeguarding
itsst"vital interes.

2 The fowllowing wedelegations ve appminted emmo tuhe Selubum,-Coitee: Bqi:
China, France, Poland, Srweden, SwitzrleanKd, tomhe Unitd ingd, the

Unitemd States ofuA ericae, Uruga.yand Vnezuemmila TheelSub-Cottee hd
ni.:47 si
attExaerse mind. -

3 Proceeding from the draft amendment contained in its terms of reference,
the Sub-CtOe bad its enquiries on the assumptionmbe thmat theMe;br
concerned was noti eliigible to mpose quantitative restrictions under.
rcle 2 but was liable to suffer damage from restrictionsbyBYoimposoed the

derMmbir-ir tt Aiticl.
he4. ub-Committee set itself to enquiere whnnypher-aaticular
msCirctanooes r combination of circumstances cjjusld 3tify speceeasural-us
rohentetshhoeblready provided for in tChe :arter. A variety of

cimrcuscestanwas cited as deserving of special consideration.
5.The Sum-mCoeitete agrehth tta while no singlone e of these circumstances
woudI biy tseljf ustify special treatment, a combination of several of them
ighte-pseocd-untry to considerable peruusse onits domisitc economy and

epmloyment,inpaorticulaasralla country. such as Siwtzrelandinwhcih a

relatively higha rsaie,
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relatively high proportion of workers were engaged in the production of

luxury or inessential goods for export to larger countries which were

themselves applying import restrictions bearing heavily on luxury products.
6. While considering that the Charter would result in a system which, once

in universal and successful operation, would substantially reduce the need

for elaborate economic defenses and. would provide safeguards appropriate to
that system, the Sub-Committee agreed that the Charter does not include

provisions which would fully meet the requirements of Switzerland laid
before the Sub-Committee by the representative of Switzerland.
7. The Sub-Committee was, however, unable to recommend as a solution of
the problem the amendment referred to it by Committee III (four delegates
being against the amendment, three for it, two abstaining and one absent).
Such and amendment would, in the view of the Sub-Committee, confer. so
extensive an exemption from the Charter obligations as to weaken the whole
Charter structure.

8. The Sub-Committee regrets that it was not able to devise any
alternative amendment which would meet the requirements of Switzerland
without a similar weakening of the Charter.
CONCLUSION
9. It was the opinion of the Sub-Committee that the Swiss problem was of
so individual a character that it was preferable that it should be

considered more fully in connection with the provisions of the Charter which
enable the Organization to provide specific release from individual
obligations to the extent necessary to enable Members to deal with exceptional
problems. Before specific proposals of this character could, however, be

submitted, further and more detailed examination of the problem is called

for.
10. The Sub-Committee recommends, therefore, that the Conference should

directothe Interim Commission to study further the problems facing the Swiss
economy with a view to submitting to the first Conference of the Organizatior
a report as to the measures which could be taken in accordance with the

procedures established in the Charter for dealing with the problem .

11. The Sub-Committee also examined the cases of Venezuela and Uruguay
which were presented to it, and finds that neither of these countries has

established and special problems connected with a transition from their,
present systems of trading to that contemplated by the Charter. Some of

the real difficulties brought forward by these countries have been provided
for in Articles 21, 23 and 24. Beyond this point, she issues raised involve
matters now under active consideration in connection with Articles 13 and
14. The considerations put forward by Venezuela and Uruguay in this

/connection a
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connection are not dissimilar from those being urged by a considerable
number of other "underdeveloped" countries in connection with the economic
development chapter of the Charter. This Sub-Committee felt It should not

pursue this matter any further since to do so would be to duplicate the
work of Committee Il and its Sub-Committeea.


